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Abstract 
McCune, W., and L. Wos, The absence and the presence of fixed point combinators, Theoretical 
Computer Science 87 (1991) 221-228. 
In this article we give some classes of fragments of weak combinatory logic and show that they 
fail to admit various fixed point properties. We also present he results of a new technique, the 
kernel strategy, for using an automated theorem-proving program to search for fixed point 
combinators within a given fragment. A key aspect of the work is that experimentation with the 
kernel strategy led indirectly to proofs of theorems concerning the absence of the fixed point 
properties. 
I. Introduction 
The problem of the existence of  fixed point combinators (fixed point finders) for 
a given fragment of weak combinatory logic can be difficult. After successfully 
attacking many of the exercises in [8] with our automated theorem-proving programs, 
we began an attack on an open question given to us by Smullyan [7]: Does the 
fragment from {M, B}, with Mx = xx  and Bxyz  = x (yz ) ,  contain fixed point com- 
binators? The interest in the question concerns the existence of  normal forms and 
the solvabil ity of  certain term equations [10]. 
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Although we have not answered the question, our study of it has led to a technique, 
the kernel strategy (Section 4), for searching for fixed point combinators either by 
hand or with an automated theorem-proving program. Experimentation with the 
kernel strategy on many fragments, and close examination of the output of the 
program when it failed to find fixed point combinators, led to formulations and 
proofs of theorems (Section 3) on the absence of fixed point combinators. 
The completeness of the kernel strategy rests on the following property. If O is 
a fixed point combinator, then there exists a term T such that OF--~ T -~FT .  
Although the property fails to hold in general [6], we conjecture (Section 3) that it 
holds for all fragments given by sets of nonpermuting combinators. This class 
includes the fragment {M, B}. 
The report [1 l] contains a full account of the material summarized in this article. 
2. Preliminaries 
The fragments and related concepts we review in this section follow the normal 
development of weak combinatory logic (WCL) [2, 3, 1], except hat we consider 
arbitrary finite sets of proper combinators as the basis instead of {S, K}. (We use 
"proper" in the original sense of Curry et al. [2].) 
2.1. Language and notation 
Constants are written as A, B, C , . . .  ; variables are written as a, b, c , . . .  ; terms 
are written as O, A, B, C, . . .  ; and sets of constants are written as ~/, ~3, c~,... An 
application term has a left component and a right component. The term C1.. .  (7, 
has n components if C1 is atomic. We use "--~" and "~-" for the underlying notions 
of weak reduction and weak expansion, respectively, in the fragment under consider- 
ation. By abuse of language, we sometimes identify a basis with the fragment of 
WCL it determines. 
For all examples in this article, we choose from proper combinators defined by 
the equations in Table 1. 
We consider two fixed point properties. A fragment satisfies the weakf ixed point 
property if V f3  t[ t = ft] ,  and it satisfies the strong fixed point property if :l OVx[  Ox = 
x(Ox)] .  0 is called a f ixed point eombinator. For example, SLL is a fixed point 
Table 1 
List of proper combinators 
Bxyz = x(yz) 
Cxyz = xzy 
Hxyz = xyzy 
IX=X 
Kxy = x 
Lxy = x(yy) 
Mx = xx  
N xyz = xzyz 
Oxyz = y(xz) 
Qtxyz  = x (zy )  
Sxyz = xz(yz )  
Wxy  = xyy 
W~ xy = yxx 
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combinator, for SLLx--~ x(Lx(kx) )~-x (SkLx) .  Note that the weak fixed point 
property follows immediately from the strong fixed point property. 
3. The absence of fixed point properties 
We show in this section that several classes of fragment fail to satisfy the weak 
or the strong fixed point property. 
Definition. A proper combinator is called an isolator if the right side of its reduction 
rule is either a variable or a term whose left component is a variable. 
Definition. Consider two terms T and F. The term T has 0 leading F's  if F is not 
the left component of T. The term FT has n + 1 leading F's  if T has n leading F's. 
Lemma 1. I f  X is a variable, then reduction can never decrease the number of  leading 
X" s; and if reduction increases the number of  leading X '  s, then one step of  the reduction 
must be with an isolator. 
The proof is not difficult and is omitted. 
Lemma 2. I f  0 is a f ixed point combinator, and if F is any term, then there exists a 
sequence of  terms To, TI, T2, . . .  such that OF-->> To-->> FT  l -~ F( FT2) --~ . . . .  
The proof, which follows from the Church-Rosser Theorem for fragments of 
WCL, is omitted. 
Theorem 1. I f  ~ is a set of  proper combinators in which M is the only isolator, then 
fails to satisfy the weak (and therefore the strong) f ixed point property. 
Proof. Assume, by way of contradiction, that M is the only isolator in ~ and that 
the weak fixed point property holds. Then VF3T[T= FT]. Let F be a variable. By 
the Church-Rosser Theorem, there exists a term which by Lemma 1 must be of the 
form FT'  for some T', such that T--~ FT '~-FT .  Therefore, T'~--T--~ FT'. The 
term FT'  has one more leading F than T', so by Lemma 1, reduction with an isolator 
must occur in T--~ FT'. The isolating reduction must be 
F( F(  . . . F(MF) . . . ) )  -~ F( F(. . . F(  FF)  . . .) ). 
Therefore, T' is irreducible, which by the Church-Rosser Theorem contradicts 
T '=  FT'. [] 
Definition. A proper combinator is called left restricted if the last variable on the 
left side of its reduction rule does not occur in the left component of the right side 
of its reduction rule. For example, B, L, O, and Q1 are left restricted. 
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Theorem 2. I f  ~ is a set of proper combinators, and all members of ~ are left restricted, 
then ~ fails to satisfy the strong fixed point property. 
Proof. Assume, by way of contradiction, that O is a fixed point combinator. Let F 
be a variable not occurring in 19. By Lemma 2, there exists a term T such that 
19F --~ F'E. 19F has the form CD, where C is free of F. We show that if a one-step 
reduction with a left restricted combinator is applied to a term CD, where C is free 
of F, then the result is a term C'D', where C' is free of F. 
Case l: The redex is entirely within C or entirely within D. Obvious. 
Case 2: The redex involves both C and D. The reduction rule for a left-restricted 
combinator has the form Axt . . . x ,  =LR,  where L is free of x,. C matches 
Ax l . . .  x, ~, and D matches x,. Since L is constructed from nothing more than 
xl . . .  x, ~, C', which is an instance of L, is constructed from nothing more than 
subterms of C. In particular, F does not occur in C'. 
Since 19 is free of F, we conclude that 19F does not reduce to FT, for any T. [] 
Remark 1. Note that, by Theorem 2, {B, L, Q, Q1} fails to satisfy the strong fixed 
point property. This result answers two questions posed by Smullyan [7] concerning 
the existence of fixed point combinators in {B, L} and in {L, O}. 
Remark 2. Statman's result [9] on the nonconstructibility of a fixed point combinator 
from a single regular combinator follows from Theorem 2. 
Definition. A proper combinator is called right terminating if the last variable on 
the left side of its reduction rule is the only variable that occurs in the right component 
of the right side of its reduction rule. For example, L, M, N, and W are right 
terminating. 
Theorem 3. I f  ~ is a set of proper combinators and all members of ~ are right 
terminating, then ~ fails to satisfy the strong fixed point property. 
Proof. Assume, by way of contradiction, that O is a fixed point combinator. Let F 
be a variable not occurring in O. By Lemma 2, there exists a term T such that 
OF--~ FT. OF has the form CD, where D contains nothing more than occurrences 
of F. We show that if a one-step reduction with a right-terminating combinator is 
applied to a term CD, where D contains nothing more than occurrences of F, then 
the result is C'D', such that D' contains nothing more than occurrences of F. 
Case 1: The redex is entirely within C. Obvious. 
Case 2: The redex is entirely within D. This case cannot occur, because D contains 
nothing more than occurrences of F. 
Case 3: The redex involves both C and D. The reduction rule for a right-terminating 
combinator has the form Ax l . . .  x, = LR, where R contains nothing more than 
occurrences of x,. C matches Ax l . . .  x, 1, and D matches x,. D'  consists of nothing 
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more than occurrences of/9, which in turn consists of nothing more than occurrences 
of F; therefore, D'  consists of nothing more than occurrences of F. 
Therefore, all terms to which OF reduces have a right component that consists 
of nothing more than occurrences of F. Since F is a variable, the right components 
are all irreducible, which contradicts OF ~ FTI---~F(FT2). [] 
Theorem 4. The set ~ =- {L, H, M, N, W, W 1} fails to satisfy the strong fixed point 
property. 
Proof. Assume, by way of contradiction, that O is a fixed point combinator. Let F 
be a variable not occurring in O. By Lemma 2, there exist terms T~ and T2 such 
that OF ~ FT~ --~F(FT2). Let T' be such that OF ~ FT' is a head reduction, with 
T'--~ 7"1. The last step of the head reduction must be with an isolator, because F is 
a variable. The only isolators are M and L; if the last step is with M, then T'-= F, 
which contradicts FT' ~ F(FT2); therefore, the last step of the head reduction is 
with L. Consider the corresponding head expansion from FT' to OF. The first step 
is with t., to produce LFG, for some G. Any number of subsequent expansions with 
L produces LUG' ,  in which F'  has the form L(L( . . .  (LF) . . .)),  where the number 
of leading L's is the number of subsequent expansions with L. We may therefore 
assume that the current erm is LF'G' and that the next step is not with L. Consider 
the next step of the head expansion. 
Case 1: A head expansion with M produces M(LF'), which cannot be further 
head expanded with any member of ~. 
Case 2: A head expansion with W produces WLF',  which cannot be further head 
expanded. 
Case 3: A head expansion with W 1 produces W1F'L, which cannot be further 
head expanded. 
Case 4: Head expansion cannot occur with N or with H, because each has a 
reduction rule with four components on the right side, and LF'G' has only three 
components. 
The only term of the form OF that can be obtained by expansion is WLF by 
Case 2; but WL is not a fixed point combinator. [] 
Remark 3. Theorem 4 can be easily extended to cover other combinators and classes 
of combinators. For example, by Case 4, we can include any combinator whose 
reduction rule has a right side with more than three components. 
Conjecture 1 (Smullyan [7]). The set {M, B} fails to satisfy the strong fixed point 
property. 
For two years we had conjectured that if O is a fixed point combinator, and if 
F is any term, then there exists a term T such that OF --~ T --~ FT. However, Jacopini 
[6] provided a counterexample which we present here (with slight modifications 
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from Piperno and ourselves). Let U", L and W be proper combinators with reduction 
rules 
U"xyz = z(xx(yx)x),  Lxy = x(yy) and Wxy = xyy. 
Then U"U"(kW(LW)U") is a fixed point combinator. To see that there is no term T 
such that 
U"U"(LW(LW)U")F-~ T--~ FT, 
note that whenever F is replicated, U" is also replicated. 
We now weaken the original conjecture on reducibility by restricting it to com- 
binators with no permutative effect. 
Definition. Let P be a proper combinator with reduction rule Px~...  x, = T. P is 
said to have a permutative ffect if T contains two variables x~ and xj, with i<j ,  
such that in T, xi occurs to the right of xj. For example, in Table 1 the combinators 
with permutative effect are C, H, N, Q, O~, S, and W ~. 
Conjecture 2. I f  0 is a fixed point combinator constructed entirely from combinators 
without permutative ffect, and if F is any term, then there exists a term T such that 
OF--~ T--~ FT. 
4. Searching for kernels and fixed point combinators 
We used the general-purpose automated theorem-proving program OTTER [4] to 
search for fixed point combinators within given fragments. The program is a resol- 
ution/paramodulation theorem prover that operates on first-order Skolemized con- 
junctive-normal-form formulas (clauses). It offers a variety of inference rules and 
search strategies, and it is generally directed to attempt proofs by contradiction. 
See [5] for our preliminary work on searching for fixed point combinators, and see 
[12] for an introduction to this type of automated theorem-proving program. 
The clauses for the fixed point studies are simply equalities and negated equalities. 
The only inference rule required is paramodulation [12], a rule that combines the 
operations of instantiation and equality substitution into a single step, generalizing 
the usual concept of equality substitution. For an example of paramodulation, 
consider two copies of the equation for the combinator B: (1) Bxyz = x(yz) and (2) 
Buvw = u(vw). Paramodulation from the right argument of (1) into the term Bu of 
(2) constructs the most general unifier {B/x, yz/u} (the most general instantiation 
that causes x(yz) and Bu to be identical), and in a single step produces BByzvw = 
yz(vw) by substituting the corresponding instance of the left argument of (1) into 
the corresponding instance of the appropriate subterm of the left argument of (2). 
We stress that the program was not used simply as a combinator reduction machine-- 
the inference rule paramodulation is fundamentally different from reduction, as the 
preceding example demonstrates. 
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We observed that all fixed point combinators O we had found in every fragment 
we had considered have the kernel property: for every term F, there exists a term 7- 
such that OF --~ T --~ FT. That type of reduction suggested to us a two-stage strategy 
for searching for fixed point combinators. Stage 1 searches for terms T (called 
kernels) such that T--~ FT, where F is a variable, and Stage 2 applies expansions 
to the kernels T in search of terms O, free of the variable F, such that OF--~ T. 
Each such O, if any, is a fixed point combinator for the fragment under study. This 
two-stage method is called the kernel strategy. By suitably restricting the application 
of paramodulation, ov'rER is easily directed to search for fixed point combinators 
with the kernel strategy. The kernel strategy is complete if the fragment under 
consideration has the kernel property [11]. 
OTrER with the kernel strategy is frequently surprisingly quick at finding complex 
fixed point combinators. For example, Statman's combinator B(WW)(BW(BBB)), 
as well as four others of the same length and many others of greater length, can be 
found in the fragment {B, W} within a few seconds of computer time. We have 
conducted several systematic studies of fragments containing B--the full results are 
reported in [11]. Experimentation with OTrER with the kernel strategy led indirectly 
to the results in Section 3. 
5. Conclusions 
Considering the proper combinators in Table 1 as examples, Theorem 1 shows 
that {C, H, M, N, S, W, W 1} fails to satisfy the weak (and therefore the strong) fixed 
point property, Theorem 3 shows that {B, L, Q, Q1} fails to satisfy the strong fixed 
point property, and Theorem 4 shows that the set {k, H, M, N, W, W 1} fails to satisfy 
the strong fixed point property. 
Although we were unable to prove Conjecture 1, that {M, B} fails to admit fixed 
point combinators, our attempts led directly to the formulation of the kernel strategy. 
Our experience with the kernel strategy suggests that, when a fragment contains 
fixed point combinators, ome can usually be found quickly; when the strategy fails, 
examination of the output of the program can lead to proofs that none exists for 
the fragment under consideration. Experimentation led us also to Conjecture 2, on 
the completeness of the kernel strategy. 
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